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— 
Métodos de Representación 

Una Aclaración de la Terminología Crítica !
1. Representation. !
In contemporary architectural criticism, the terms ‘analog’ and digital’  are used to describe process and product 1

without regard to the accuracy of their meaning or application. This perpetuates a false dichotomy which architectural 
representation has come to be situated within. This is not to suggest that these terms can not be useful — they do 
accurately describe particular qualities, though not necessarily the ones colloquially ascribed to them. Nor is it to say 
that looking at the terms dichotomously will not eke out additional facets of their complex relationship. It is because 
contemporary architectural research and practice are situated on some precipice within a rapidly developing 
technological landscape that it is worthwhile to take a closer look at what ‘digital’ and ‘analog’ actually describe. With 
further inspection the terms could enter a proper or formal usage that propels criticism forward rather than serving as 
divisive obstructions. !
When ‘analog’ and ‘digital’ are used in architectural discussion, they are often used oppositionally as slang 
terminology to differentiate work which is produced traditionally from that which is completed in a computing 
environment. If work is completed ‘by hand’ it is ‘analog’; if it is completed 'by computer' it is ‘digital’. Such terminology 
is ill-equipped when work completed with pen on paper is complemented with computer photo editing; representation 
which integrates both traditional and modern tools is regarded as ‘hybrid’ work. !
As these terms fall apart at the joining of computerized work with traditional media, the confines of this paper will 
address only analog and digital in reference to two-dimensional representation — avoiding discussion or analysis of 
physical architectural models. This exception does not apply to the projection, display, or plotting of a three-
dimensional computer model. The model is essentially unframed and viewed in space — the presentation of a three-
dimensional computer model flattens and frames a particular view, rendering it two-dimensional representation. The 
burgeoning field of three-dimensional printing and scanning is expanding the capabilities of the three-dimensional 
computer model, perhaps paving the way for a true digital model. Already in two-dimensional representation it is 
difficult to tell which portions of the work qualify as analog and which portions qualify as digital when the two are 
muddled at best and the relevant entries in the dictionary fail to add clarity.  2!
Only digital maintains its sense within the context of architectural discourse. Despite the accuracy of the definition, in 
a field struggling with integration of technology, digital generously contours an ‘other’, casting new technology as a 
set of tools distinct from those previously used. This ‘othering’ inherent in the use of digital establishes a differential 
between ‘new process’ and ‘old process’ — a chronological distinction which unfortunately masquerades as a 
distinction of content or product. This is not to say that using ‘digital’ to describe the products of explicitly digital 
technology is nonsensical — one would not expect it otherwise. Simply, the introduction of a descriptive term for new 
representation necessitated a term to describe old types of representation, artificially setting them apart from one 
another. !



The use of ‘analog’ to make this terminological distinction introduces significant linguistic baggage, making for a 
complicated relationship. Loosely labeling things as ‘digital’ for electronic alongside ‘analog’ insinuates that “non-
electronic” is a valid definition for analog. The meaning of analog, regardless of descriptor or described, deals with 
the relativity of a thing. Computationally, both analog and digital describe different types of data (which is from where 
their opposition stems). The usage of ‘analog’ in architecture does not actually describe what it intends to and 
unhelpfully shifts the meaning of digital from a colloquial generality to a specific thing. !
Independent of the analog-digital relationship an argument could be made that all architectural representation is 
analog. Let us suppose that the nature of architectural representation is to relay a physical construct, abstractly or 
otherwise. In this sense, any form of architectural representation is an analogue of something unbuilt: an attempt to 
parallel a mental construct as accurately as possible. The adoption of ‘analog’ as the foil to ‘digital’, has made it 
impossible to say all representation is analog. For the relationship to be legitimate, some representation must be 
digital. The fundamental relationship of architectural representation to architecture has not changed, only the 
terminology used to critically describe it. !
According to definition, analog data is information read continuously with its value determined relative to the previous 
reading, whereas digital data is provided discretely as individual points. These terms within an architectural context 
should describe the type of information relayed by a representation rather than acting simply as coloring tools and 
media as antiquated or progressive, mechanical or electronic. !
The subtlety of meaning when using analog and digital to describe data or information is that it simultaneously 
describes different facets of information relay — perception and content. The distinction between types of content is 
whether the content is relative or independent. Relative content is significant only in the context of other affiliated 
content, while independent content is meant to be read internally. The distinction between modes of perception is 
whether the content is perceived continuously or discretely. The form this takes in the perception of computational 
data is a wave or a series of points. If translated beyond its computational bounds, continuous perception might be 
associated with depth of content, while discrete perception with clarity of content. !
This breakdown of the analog-digital relationship distances descriptive significance from the medium of 
representation. An architectural plan displayed digitally or printed has not had the significance of its content changed 
simply through digital re-presentation. The plan itself is not at the mercy of the medium of its presentation; whether 
printer ink or pen ink, its content may be perceived equitably. Similarly, a collage completed with magazine clippings 
compared to a collage completed in Adobe Photoshop no longer falls prey to an analog-digital division. Although the 
depth of the traditionally assembled collage may be physically greater, it may promote a clarity of content rather than 
a depth of content while its digital counterpart may provide the opposite. Again, neither the mode of perception nor 
the immediacy of content hinges on the chosen medium. !
Retreating briefly to the colloquial meaning of analog-digital, there is an abstract application of the physical-ethereal 
dichotomy to representation. If we briefly take representation to be a transmission of contents, any manifestation of 
representation functions as a container. Representation does not instantaneously precipitate either, but proceeds 
through infinite incomplete states. ‘Analog’ representation is perceived distinctly from ‘digital’ representation in its 
incompleteness. Traditionally drafted (‘analog’) representation continuously represents in its incompleteness. At any 
point in time such a drawing may be exhibited and further changes may be made to the same manifestation of 



representation. Computerized (‘digital’) representation is either plotted, projected, or displayed, and additional 
changes are completed on a separate instantiation of the document. !
In each of these scenarios the temporal manifestations of an instance of representation completed within the 
colloquial definition of the analog-digital relationship (either by hand or on a computer) align themselves with the 
formal definitions of either term. Traditional representation is continuously perceived in its temporal manifestations, 
rendering it analog. Computerized representation is exhibited discretely, perceived in intervals — apparently digital. 
This brief alignment of informality and formality at the observation of work-in-progress hints at motivations of the 
analog-digital relationship which lie in process. If representation is merely a temporal manifestation of process, the 
application of analog and digital to process may further clarify the terms.  !
One can here extend that: digital describes independent content and discrete perception. Analog describes relative 
content and continuous perception. At the interface between representation and process digital describes 
representation that appears discontinuously while analog describes representation that appears continuously. A 
subtlety of this analysis worth noting is that the continuous-discrete and relative-independent distinction with respect 
to representation refer to the efficacy of the physical document. A drawing with evident logic is independent as it 
requires no external justification. An ambiguous drawing which requires additional work to sufficiently determine 
judgement is relative, as there is external reliance for comprehension. A diagram is intended to be perceptually 
discrete with its content relayed quickly so that the information or data is understood as a sign. A complete rendered 
image is intended to be perceptually continuous, its content unfolds through sustained observation. The distinction is 
similar to the difference between a work of art and a caution sign. The intent of a work of art is not to be peripherally 
glimpsed and the content instantaneously grasped. The opposite scenario is equally undesirable: one generally 
doesn't want to stand before a 'Wet Floor' sign searching for meaning that isn't immediately understood. !
2. Process. !
The fetishization of the physical in favor of the mechanical was considered by Walter Benjamin in his essay Art in the 
Age of Mechanical Reproduction. Here, Benjamin proposes the existence of an aura that resides within an object. 
When one interacts with anything that has been worked by hand, the labor invested in the thing is present as an aura. 
In objects which are reproduced mechanically an aura is not present — the aura is extinguished when the 
uniqueness of the object is eliminated through mass production. Through the aura Benjamin adds a subtle 
phenomenological dimension to Marx's labor theory. The type of labor employed becomes more than a coefficient 
and is perceived as a quality of the final product. If we avail ourselves of Marx and Benjamin's formulation of labor, 
process becomes a particularity of laboring. 
Adopting this position, representation takes on perceptible qualities determined by the mode of production. This 
auraticism describes the colloquial analog-digital distinction levied upon architectural representation in contemporary 
criticism. Rather than clarifying an aesthetic, the criticism segregates representation based on medium. In this 
characterization, ‘analog’ representation presences itself authentically while ‘digital’ representation is lifeless — a 
marginalization of ‘digital' work in service of nostalgia. If this is the case, it is founded on a shallow reading of Art in 
the Age of Mechanical Reproduction, which willfully ignores more pertinent and considered readings. Although 
Benjamin's language may appear to bemoan the disappearance of craft, he is careful not to pass judgement one way 
or the other. Rather, the writing calls attention to the perceptual distinction between the products of varied modes of 
labor.  



If the relationships between analog and digital revealed in architectural representation are applied to labor we get two 
modes of laboring: analagously and digitally. Working analagously would be laboring in a way that engages relativity 
and continuity. Working digitally would be laboring in a way that engages independence and discreteness. If we take, 
as a starting point, the means of production colloquially summoned by the utterance of ‘analog’ or ‘digital’, the parallel 
bar and the CAD environment, the relationships engaged by each process can be identified. Rather than parsing out 
the specific mechanics dictating interaction with each tool — adjusting a horizon or picking a coordinate — it is easier 
to analyze how they enable one toward representation. Beginning with the production of a line by stepping through its 
components: origin, body and terminal. !
The initial concern of the line is its situation. Any sheet of paper immediately presents boundaries that set the 
absolute extent of the line. The parallel rule implies an orientation and provides a datum line that all drawing is done 
relative to. The origin of the line, where the body of the line springs from, is necessarily placed within the boundary 
and is relative to the edges of the page. Once the origin of the line has been produced, the physical act of drawing 
confirms the body relative to the horizon and continuously varies the line terminal relative to the origin and boundary. 
During each moment of drawing one is able to judge whether the body is sufficiently lengthy by the relationship of the 
terminal to either the origin or the boundary. While the completed line may be taken as an object in relation to the 
page, in the act of drawing it enters into a series of temporal relationships: the origin to the bounds, the body to the 
bounds and horizon, and the terminal to the origin and bounds. The second line is begun relative to the first, as the 
solitary line claims the page as its place — the page becomes for the line. The origin of the second line is a mediation 
of the first line and the boundary. The body of the second line is in relation to the first line in addition to the horizon 
and boundary. Demonstrated by the first line, drawn lines are fundamentally oriented. If the second line approaches 
the first line, it departs the boundary. If the second line departs the first line, it approaches the boundary. The terminal 
of the second line, similar to the origin of the second line, is a mediation of the first line and the boundary while also 
completing the line as a graphic object. The relationship between the first and second line, once drawn, is two 
oriented objects in relation to one another placed on a page.  !
Performing a similar process within a computing environment presents different relationships than its traditional 
counterpart. While the components of the line remain identical, the act of drawing within the computing environment 
is performed differently and its process emphasizes them differently. Rather than being presented with a page, the 
CAD environment has no boundaries, only a datum point and view frame. The origin is chosen relative to this datum, 
casually proposed by the default view frame. The origin of the line is relative only to the datum point, any relation to 
the view frame is provisional. The terminal is placed relative to the datum point or line origin. The body is either 
completely hidden or shown as an animation derived from the terminal placement — either scenario subjecting the 
body to the terminal.   !
The second line is entered in the same manner, origin then terminal. The tool sustains an obliviousness to prior 
drawing, each time prompting for coordinates. Snapping functions further emphasize a lack of body, rendering 
everything as points. An origin snapped to the terminal of a prior line is not in relation to the prior line — the terminal 
and origin do not exist together, rather one usurps the other. Each line produced is equivalent to the previous and the 
next, each origin is equivalent to its terminal. The lines have no inherent orientation, only implied graphic direction 
— origins and terminals become mere terms. The entire field of the drawing cannot be appreciated immediately, so 
each origin is relevant only to the datum point. Rather than emphasizing bodies, the computing environment presents 
an array of origins and terminals. The drawing is not placed, instead it is a floating network. The equivalence of origin 



and terminal collapses any notion of approach or departure, rendering the lines as graphic bodies in relation only to 
each other and a datum point.  !
Each scenario presents a different environment to the laboring architect, distinguished by the boundary condition and 
datum location. The page absolutely bounds a finite surface, while the computer frames a view of an infinite surface. 
On the page, the boundary dictates the origin, while the computer insists the origin be placed relative to the datum 
point within a given view. For the computer the datum is integral to the drawing, contained within, while the datum for 
physically drawn work is external, a tool integrated in process and removed in representation. In placing the terminal, 
engaging the body of the line, a fundamental difference between physical and computerized work is revealed. The 
CAD environment equalizes the terminal and origin, while physical drawing establishes a hierarchy. Each process 
embeds its reliances in the drawing. The parallel rules emphatic reference back toward the drawn embeds relativity. 
The CAD environment's emphasis of the internal datum embeds independence in each line. The presence of the 
body bears this out. Physically drawing embeds orientation while the connection of qualitatively equal points on a 
computer has no perceptible direction. Although in both scenarios the line is situated relative to a datum, the line is 
formally dissimilar to the datum. Without the body of the line entering into relationships with other bodies, it cannot be 
said that the line is relative to other lines. In computerized drawing the line dissolves, as the body recedes to points, 
while in physical drawing the line is foregrounded as points recede to body.  !
The hierarchicalization and equalization observed in computerized and physical process relates to the analog-digital 
relationship observed in representation. Physical work must engage a hierarchy because as each line is produced it 
is relative to all other lines on the page — it is distinguished only when placed in relation to other lines within the 
drawing. Certain lines become more significant in relation to others as more are drawn on the page; understanding 
the work requires parsing the hierarchy of lines. The CAD environment equalizes all lines; significance arises as 
networks are perceived as images.  Work containing hierarchy is analog because each phase of process, each line 
drawn, is necessarily relative to all other lines produced — not through any conscious choice, but through active 
process. Work with equivalence is digital because each act is relative to the same internal datum, rendering all lines 
as points. To observe the presencing of labor, however, the appearance of process in representation must be 
discussed. !
In perception one can sense labor embedded in work. Appreciating representation is an empathetic act — we 
imagine and project ourselves as laborers. To see a brush stroke is to project oneself brushing. With traditionally 
drafted representation, each leaden line engages the body as it remembers drawing. Printed lines do not engage the 
body in the same way. The printed line obscures process in service of a larger image. Additionally, computerized 
process doesn't engage the body in a meaningful way. Just as all points are equalized, all input gestures are 
equalized. Rather, the perception of a computerized drawing is substantially mental. The opaque process becomes a 
puzzle to be reverse engineered — which software was utilized and how was it used to garner such an affect? The 
computerized process is perceived discretely as an image. The hierarchy of drawn lines allows for continuous 
perception of the work — a mental sorting and ordering of the lines as separate from and engaged with the image. To 
reiterate, these scenarios suggest that perception of digital process is bodily alienation while the perception of analog 
process is bodily engagement. To labor analogously is to engage hierarchy and to labor digitally is to engage equality. !
3. Conclusion. !



Although this is a call for more accurate usage of terminology in the critique of representation, the mode of analysis 
utilized is intended to gouge contemporary criticism on a more fundamental level. Representation is not an index of 
meaning which exists beyond the page, exclusively in constructed work. Additionally, representation is not intended to 
simply notate sufficient measurements — representation is completed to critically perceive unbuilt space. As 
representation is beyond the page, criticism targeting representation must go beyond appearance and toward space. 
This isn't to say that criticism addressing aesthetics should be ignored. Instead, misguided criticism should be 
interrogated as to the qualities it is intending to identify. As in the analysis, the colloquial analog-digital differentiation 
revealed characteristic differences in process and product which are only hinted at in casual usage. The suggestion 
that labor is embedded in the final product makes it possible to critique process through representation. Significance 
is injected into process as it uniquely forms the qualities of representation which determine perception of space. 
Using criticism as an analytical tool to dissect representation as a method toward space enables architects to make 
meaningful decisions in the production of representation.  !
The analysis of analog and digital in the criticism of architectural representation enabled an unfolding of the colloquial 
usage of each term, and revealed underlying components of representation which were the subject of description: 
perception, content, and process. Perception of content within representation can occur discretely or continuously. 
Discrete perception is immediate comprehension, existing within a realm of signs. Continuous perception is a gradual 
uncovering of content, suggesting rendered space. Content can be represented relatively or independently. Relative 
content is externally oriented, relying on additional representation for comprehension. Independent content is 
internally oriented, pointing inward toward itself, not dependent on external content for understanding. Process can 
be distinguished by the way it establishes hierarchy or creates equality among constituent elements. Hierarchicalized 
components have observable relationships which aid in perception of content. Equalized elements foreground an 
image as content, the individual components of which recede to the background. Therefore, analog representation is 
continuous, relative, and hierarchical, while digital representation is discrete, independent and equalized. !
This scheme complicates the convenient yet detrimental hand-computer distinction typically implied in usage, 
however it also begins to clarify work which is colloquially hybrid. Representation which is worked by hand and by 
computer can be disassembled into components which are more easily consumed as analog or digital. The work 
retains its varied approach, but breaking it down allows one to be critical of the tools used in production of particular 
effects in a pointed way while distancing the critique from particularities of media. The abstraction of representation 
from document to manifestation of process enables work to be positioned as a glimpse into the labor of an architect. 
The juxtaposition of the intentions through labor and the projections of representation enable a more clinical critique 
of analog and digital qualities within complicated specimens of representation. 



 Quotes are used to indicate colloquial usage while italics indicate formal usage.1

  Selected Oxford English Dictionary Definitions 2!
analog, n. and adj. 
A. n. 
I. Technical senses. 
5. Analogue technology; analogue or non-digital media, as analogue radio, analogue television, etc. 
II. General senses. 
6. A thing which (or occas. person who) is analogous to another; a parallel, an equivalent. 
B. adj. Typically contrasted with digital. 
c. Of signals or data: represented by a continuously variable physical quantity, such as voltage, spatial position, etc. !
digital, n. and adj. 
5. Digital technology; digital media, as digital television, digital audio, etc. 
B. adj. 
I. Senses relating to numerical digits and (later) their use in representing data in computing and electronics. In later uses typically 
contrasted with analogue. 
a. Of signals, information, or data: represented by a series of discrete values (commonly the numbers 0 and 1), typically for 
electronic storage or processing.


